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Introduction

 Partner in Thompson Hine’s Washington, DC office

 Head of the firm’s vaping products practice

 Counsel for the plaintiff in Smoking Everywhere v. FDA, 680 F. Supp. 2d 62 (D.D.C. 
2010)

 Currently counsel to the vaping industry’s largest trade association

 Represent vaping product manufacturers, distributors, and retailers

 Sample matters include: 

 representing e-liquid manufacturer in successful dormant Commerce Clause challenge to 
Indiana’s e-liquid manufacturing statutory scheme in 2016

 representing ENDS product retailer in California Proposition 65 litigation

 defending ENDS product distributors in patent infringement litigation brought by JUUL

 representing plaintiffs in successful constitutional challenge to New York state flavor ban of 
ENDS products
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Regulatory Framework - Introduction

 Two General Categories of “Vaping” Products:

 Electronic Nicotine Delivery System (ENDS) Products:

 Non-ENDS Products

 ENDS Products: aerosolize “e-liquid” containing nicotine by heating it

 e-liquid ingredients water-soluble and low-viscosity

 can be “closed” or “open” systems
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Regulatory Framework - Introduction

 Non-ENDS Products: heat high-viscosity solutions and oils

 may contain cannabidiol (CBD)

 may contain THC

 black market and illicit THC vape cartridges (“carts”) containing vitamin E acetate as a thickener are likely 
sole source of cases of severe respiratory illness (what the CDC has labeled “EVALI”—e-cigarette or vaping 
product use-associated lung injury)

 use different atomizer, or heating element, technology than ENDS products
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Regulatory Framework – ENDS Products

 ENDS products are heavily regulated by FDA under the federal Food, Drug and 
Cosmetic Act, as amended by the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control 
Act of 2009 (“TCA”)

 After FDA’s failed attempt to regulate tobacco products during Clinton administration, 
TCA granted FDA regulatory authority over tobacco products for the first time

 FDCA’s definition of a “tobacco product” includes any “product made or derived 
from tobacco that is intended for human consumption, including any component, part 
or accessory of a tobacco product.”  21 U.S.C. § 321(rr)(1).

 What about synthetic nicotine?  Non-nicotine ENDS products?

 FDA’s attempt to regulate ENDS as unapproved new drugs or medical devices failed 
in court in 2010 and doors to the industry were opened (Smoking Everywhere and 
Sottera cases)

 May not be marketed to diagnose or treat any disease, including nicotine addiction, 
or to affect the structure or function of the human body and may not be marketed in 
combination with any drug, medical device, or dietary supplement.
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Regulatory Framework – ENDS Products

 TCA enacted in 2009

 TCA initially gave FDA authority only over a small range of the full scope of “tobacco 
products”: cigarettes, cigarette tobacco, smokeless tobacco, and roll-your-own 
tobacco

 TCA allowed FDA to broaden the scope of its regulatory mandate to all products that 
fall within the statutory definition of a tobacco product (i.e., that are derived from 
tobacco)

 So-called “Deeming Rule” took effect on August 8, 2016
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Regulatory Framework – ENDS Products

 Impact of Deeming Rule

 makes TCA’s statutory requirements applicable to ENDS products:

 manufacturing establishment registration for U.S. manufacturing facilities

 product listing for ENDS products manufactured in the United States (both 
e-liquid and devices)

 health document reporting requirements

 product packaging and labeling requirements (including mandatory nicotine 
warning)

 age restrictions on sales

 ban on free samples

 no “modified risk” claims without approved modified risk order for such from 
FDA
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Regulatory Framework – ENDS Products

 Impact of Deeming Rule

 requires pre-approval through a marketing authorization order from FDA before 
ENDS products are commercially marketed in the United States

 request for pre-approval comes through a pre-market tobacco application, or 
PMTA

 PMTA standard: whether marketing the product is “appropriate for the protection 
of the public health”

 FDA implements discretionary enforcement policy with staggered deadlines for 
various TCA statutory requirements

 deadline for submitting PMTAs changes no fewer than four times (both delayed 
and accelerated) and is currently May 12, 2020

 compliance policy prohibits sale of non-tobacco and –menthol flavored cartridge-
based ENDS products after February 6, 2020, until a marketing order is received
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Regulatory Framework – ENDS Products

 Impact of Deeming Rule

 Section 916 of the FDCA pre-empts state laws in some areas:

 any requirement which is “different from, or in addition to” any requirement 
under the TCA relating to:

 tobacco product standards or good manufacturing standards

 premarket review and registration

 adulteration and misbranding

 labeling

 modified risk products

 “Rule of Construction Regarding Product Liability. No provision of 
this chapter relating to a tobacco product shall be construed to modify 
or otherwise affect any action or the liability of any person under the 
product liability law of any State.”
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Regulatory Framework – ENDS Products

 Impact of Deeming Rule

 Section 916 of the FDCA pre-empts state laws in some areas:

 any requirement which is “different from, or in addition to” any requirement 
under the TCA relating to:

 tobacco product standards or good manufacturing standards

 premarket review and registration

 adulteration and misbranding

 labeling

 modified risk products

 “Rule of Construction Regarding Product Liability. No provision of 
this chapter relating to a tobacco product shall be construed to modify 
or otherwise affect any action or the liability of any person under the 
product liability law of any State.”
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Regulatory Framework – Non-ENDS Products

 ENDS vaping products are considered a tobacco harm reduction 
product for existing combustible cigarette smokers

 Non-ENDS vaping products are purely recreational or are marketed 
under states’ medical marijuana legislation

 Non-ENDS vaping products are generally not subject to FDA 
regulation because they do not contain nicotine and so are not a 
“tobacco product” under the FDCA

 Caveat: Non-ENDS products that are marketing for therapeutic 
purposes or with structure function claims may be considered 
unapproved new “drugs” or “medical devices” under Chapter V of the 
FDCA
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Regulatory Framework – Non-ENDS Products

 The Controlled Substances Act, 21 U.S.C. § 812, creates five 
schedules of controlled substances, the manufacture, distribution, or 
possession with intent to distribute of which is a felony crime under 
U.S. federal law.  Marihuana and tetrahydrocannabinols (“THC”) are 
found on Schedule I.    

 The Agriculture Improvement Act of 2018 (the “2018 Farm Bill”) 
specifically modified the definition of marihuana to exclude “hemp” and 
excluded from Schedule I for the first time those tetrahydrocannabinols 
found in hemp.   

 “Hemp,” in turn, is defined as “the plant Cannabis sativa L. and any part 
of that plant, including the seeds thereof and all derivatives, extracts, 
cannabinoids, isomers, acids, salts, and salts of isomers, whether 
growing or not, with a delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol concentration of not 
more than 0.3 percent on a dry weight basis.”  
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Regulatory Framework – Non-ENDS Products

 Thus, any hemp-derived CBD oil containing less than 0.3 percent THC on a dry 
weight basis is not a Schedule I controlled substance and its manufacture, 
possession, or sale is not prohibited or penalized under the Controlled 
Substances Act. 

 Three general categories of State regulatory frameworks for CBD:

 (1) states where hemp-derived CBD oil remains technically illegal; 

 (2) states that allow the sale of hemp-derived CBD oil only to consumers 
with certain  specified medical conditions; and 

 (3) states that allow the sale of hemp-derived CBD oil, subject to state-
specific requirements such that CBD oil can only be sold at licensed 
dispensaries or a licensed seller. 

 While they allow hemp-based CBD to be sold in other forms under their 
regulatory schemes, Kansas and Louisiana specifically prohibit the sale of CBD 
for use in vaporizing devices.
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Regulatory Framework – Non-ENDS Products

 CBD products not derived from hemp, or containing THC levels 
greater than 0.3%, are still considered a scheduled drug and 
theoretically subject to federal criminal prosecution and still 
regulated as marijuana products or as a controlled substance in 
many states.  

 Under the Obama Administration, the “Cole Memo” on the 
prosecution of marijuana offenses was issued.  The Cole Memo 
stated that DOJ would not enforce federal marijuana prohibition in 
states where marijuana was legalized in some form and the state 
implemented a “strong and effective regulatory and enforcement 
system.”
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Regulatory Framework – Non-ENDS Products

 Three general categories of State laws concerning the sale, use, 
and possession of marijuana / THC products:

 (1) states that have legalized marijuana for recreational use, in which 
case there are generally few or no restrictions on the possession or 
sale of vaping products; 

 (2) states that have established legal frameworks for medical marijuana 
only, which requires a detailed analysis of legality of non-hemp 
marijuana-derived vaping products; 

 (3) states that continue to criminalize the sale of non-hemp marijuana-
derived products (i.e., containing THC level greater than 0.3%). 
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Vaping Injuries and Deaths: Regulatory Framework, 
Claims, and Defenses
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Personal Injury Claims 
Associated with Vaping
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Product Liability Claims

• Design defects

• Manufacturing defects

• Warning defects 
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Defending E-Cig Claims: Identify Product 
and Your Relation To It

• Investigate product 
authenticity 
– Unique product ID 

numbers
• Was the product sold 

or distributed by you 
or otherwise related 
to you?
– Proof of purchase 

• Waiver of claims / 
limitations of liability 
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Defending E-Cig Claims: Identify Other 
Potentially Responsible Parties

• Chain of distribution
– Manufacturers – often in China 

– Distributors / wholesalers 

– Retailers – sometimes “mom 
and pop” shops

• Parties in chain of 
distribution of other 
component parts
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Defending E-Cig Claims: User Error –
Plaintiff as a Potentially Responsible Party

• Improper charger use
• Improper battery use
• Improper battery 

storage allowing for 
contact with metal 

• Customizable mods: 
inappropriate coil 
resistance & unsafe 
battery usage
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Defending E-Cig Claims: Proactive Risk 
Avoidance – Indemnification Clauses

• Defending an e-cig claim
– Review all contracts with 

parties in supply chain

• Before a claim
– Consider negotiating an 

indemnification clause into 
supply chain contracts 
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Defending E-Cig Claims: Engage an 
Experienced Expert Early

• Preliminary testing may be able to:
– Determine whether malfunction was caused 

internally or externally

– Identify or rule out a manufacturer 

• Can inform potential settlement 
negotiations 

• Can assist in understanding other 
potentially responsible parties 
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Hoce Verdict: The Role of Expert Testimony

• Hoce’s expert
– Experience testifying about 

battery and e-cig design and 
usage

• R-L Sales’ expert
– Had never testified before Hoce

trial
– Highest level of education was 

high school
– Experience was based on his 

background in repairing 
vaporizers, not on formal 
education or training 
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Hoce Verdict: Strict Liability Theory

• Hoce’s only claim against R-L Sales was for strict 

liability – R-L Sales’ negligence not required 

• When facing a strict liability theory, consider 

whether you can add third-parties or shift blame to 

Plaintiff

– R-L Sales was unsuccessful at shifting blame to Hoce

and the jury concluded Hoce was not at fault for any 

part of his damages
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Hoce Verdict

• Hoce assembled device with lithium-ion 
battery he purchased from R-L Sales

• Battery combusted while Hoce was using 
device

• Hoce lost several teeth 
• Alachua County Florida (Gainesville) jury 

awarded Plaintiff Michael Hoce more than 
$2,000,000 against defendant R-L Sales, 
LLC
– Jury found R-L Sales 100% at fault
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Thank You

Lauren Dugas, Associate
Morris, Manning & Martin, LLP

ldugas@mmmlaw.com
Phone: 404.364.7438

Bob Alpert, Partner
Morris, Manning & Martin, LLP

rpa@mmmlaw.com
Phone: 404.504.7692
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MARKETING
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There has been a
significant surge in teen
vaping due in large part
to Juul’s aggressive youth-
oriented marketing
during its first six months
on the market.
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JUUL RECYCLED MARKETING TACTICS USED BY BIG 
TOBACCO DECADES AGO TO ENTICE YOUTH…
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AND MARKETED ITS PRODUCT AS SAFER THAN 
CIGARETTES WITHOUT ANY DATA IN SUPPORT.

August 29, 2019 Interview with CBS This Morning, 
former Juul CEO Kevin Burns: 

When asked if it was fair to say that Juul is safer 
than cigarettes, Burns stated, “I'm not gonna
comment about where I am in terms of that” and 
conceded the long-term effects of vaping are 
unknown. 
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Juul’s role in undoing decades of progress 

in combatting underage tobacco use, 

nicotine use, and addiction has been 

recognized by both the FDA and Juul

executives. 
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Former FDA Commissioner 
Scott Gottlieb:

“The dramatic spike of youth 
[vaping] — was driven in part at 
the very least if not largely by 
Juul…If you go back and look at 
their marketing campaigns from 
2015 and 16 it’s hard not to look 
at that marketing and conclude 
that’s it’s not going to be 
appealing to a youth, to a 
teenager. It certainly in my view 
had some impact on creating the 
problem we have now.”
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Former Juul CEO Kevin 
Burns: 

“We are, of course, partly
responsible [for youth
vaping]. We have 80% of the
marketplace, how can we not
be responsible for this? I
don’t think its intent, but we
are responsible, and we’ve
got to take action on it.”
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The Juul Device was Introduced by Corporate Predecessor Pax, 

Labs, Inc. During a Launch Party in NYC
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Juul Used Other Marketing Platforms Including Social Media 

and Creative Hashtags That Encouraged Users to Generate 

Their Own Juul Content 

#vaporized
#juulmoment
#juulvapor
#lightscameravapor
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Instagram Influencers 

Contract with Grit Creative 
Group (March 2, 2015):

“JUUL Launch Influence Seeding 
Program” to “curate and identify 
280
influencers in LA and New York to 
seed JUUL product over the 
course of three months.”
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E-mail Marketing Campaigns 
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INJURIES
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Regardless of Vaping 

Device, the User Will 

Be Exposed to E-juice 

and The Chemicals 

They Contain; 

Chemicals Inhaled are 

Primary Mechanism of 

Injury 
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WHAT IS E-JUICE MADE OF?
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E-JUICE VARIETIES

• 1,000’s of flavors from Traditional Cigarette 
flavors on to desserts and things you have 
never thought or heard of

• 243 flavor varieties sold in one local vape shop 
alone

• Available in 0, 6, 12, 18, and 24mg/ml variety 
of nicotine levels

• 466 different brands and more than 7,764 
flavors out there as of a recent January 2014 
from the University of California San Diego
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JUUL 
FLAVORS
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INJURIES INCLUDE…
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ADDICTION TO NICOTINE AND INCREASED 
CHANCE OF ADDICTION TO OTHER SUBSTANCES 

FOR YOUTH
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Juul developed an e-cigarette that uses nicotine in salt form, 
created by adding benzoic acid to freebase nicotine.  

The chemical composition eliminated the harsh qualities and 
negative affects associated with freebase nicotine, resulting in 
high palatability for first-time users.
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BEHAVIORAL ISSUES
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CARDIOVASCULAR INJURIES
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CARDIOVASCULAR INJURIES

Of 38 experimental studies, 90% found harmful effects on the 
cardiovascular system, such as:

- Increased heart rate 
- Increased blood pressure
- Oxidative stress and endothelial dysfunction
- Harm to cellular structure
- Inflammatory markers 
- Arterial stiffness 
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RESPIRATORY INJURIES
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NEUROLOGICAL INJURIES

Source: https://www.fda.gov/tobacco-products/tobacco-science-
research/tobacco-product-problem-reports
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THEORIES OF 
LIABILITY
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DEFECTIVE PRODUCT DESIGN
DEFECTIVE PRODUCT MANUFACTURING

FALSE ADVERTISING
FAILURE TO WARN

FRAUD
NEGLIGENCE 

INTENTIONAL MISREPRESENTATION
NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATION
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